INTRODUCTION
In this contribution we investigate Model Order Reduction (MOR) for linear systems with time-varying parameters p(t). Such systems arise, for instance, in structural dynamics and multibody simulations when the position of an acting force on the physical structure varies with time. This behaviour is found in many industrial applications, e.g. in meshing gears, milling processes, bridge cranes or any system with moving load components. The varying load location can generally be considered as a parameter dependency of the system model. Thus, a spatial discretization of such systems leads to large-scale linear parameter-varying (LPV) models, and model order reduction becomes necessary to enable a fast simulation keeping the computational expense and the storage requirements low. Our aim is to develop time-varying parametric model order reduction, which we call p(t)MOR, to obtain a reduced order model of a large-scale LPV system. After giving a review of standard pMOR by matrix interpolation to generate a reduced order model of a parametric LTI dynamical system, linear parameter-varying systems are examined in Section 3, where two different cases are presented: First, quasi-static parameter variations are considered, where the parameters are assumed to vary slowly with time. For this case, standard pMOR from Section 2 can be adapted and applied. Secondly, we consider the dynamic case where the parameters may change very quickly and present the challenges arising from this concern.
PARAMETRIC MODEL ORDER REDUCTION
In the following, a high-dimensional parametric first order dynamical system is considered:
where E(p), A(p) ∈ R N ×N , B(p) ∈ R N ×m and C(p) ∈ R p×N are the system matrices which depend on the parameter vector p ∈ D with parameter domain D ⊂ R d . As a standard, projection-based pMOR is carried out to approximate the original large-scale parametric system (1) by a low-dimensional system.
Projection-based pMOR
In projection-based parametric model order reduction we aim to approximate the state-vector x(t) ∈ R N by x(t) ≈ V(p)x r (t), where x r (t) ∈ R n and n ≪ N . To this end, appropriate projection matrices V(p), W(p) ∈ R N ×n which span respective n-dimensional subspaces have to be found. Applying suitable projection matrices on (1) that impose the Petrov-Galerkin condition leads to the reduced order model
with
For calculating V and W with fixed p, different methods are available, like e.g. the Modal Reduction approach, Balanced Truncation, Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) or Krylov Subspace Methods (see Antoulas (2005) ). In order to find a parameter-dependent reduced model, there exist several parametric model order reduction techniques, which can be generally categorised in either global or local approaches (Benner et al. (2013) ). In the following, local pMOR by matrix interpolation is considered as an example and applied for the reduction.
pMOR by matrix interpolation
The main idea of parametric model order reduction by matrix interpolation is to compute the original system (1) at certain parameter values p i with i = 1, . . . , k, then reduce each of the k local models separately to the same order n using different projection matrices V i := V(p i ) and W i := W(p i ) calculated according to one specific order reduction method mentioned above and finally interpolate between the local reduced system matrices. Since the projection matrices V i are not equal, the individually reduced models E r,iẋr,i (t) = A r,i x r,i (t) + B r,i u(t),
are first modified applying state transformations of the form x r,i (t)=T(p i )x r,i (t) with regular matrices T i :=T(p i )
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pMOR by matrix interpolation
The main idea of parametric model order reduction by matrix interpolation is to compute the original system (1) at certain parameter values p i with i = 1, . . . , k, then reduce each of the k local models separately to the same order n using different projection matrices V i := V(p i ) and W i := W(p i ) calculated according to one specific order reduction method mentioned above and finally interpolate between the local reduced system matrices. Since the projection matrices V i are not equal, the individually reduced models E r,iẋr,i (t) = A r,i x r,i (t) + B r,i u(t), y r,i (t) = C r,i x r,i (t),
are first modified applying state transformations of the form x r,i (t)=T(p i )x r,i (t) with regular matrices T i :=T(p i ) 
